
Gardeners’ Q&As for July 

moved some years back. 
Some types of mushrooms 
grow in a distinctive circu-
lar-to-elliptical pattern 
known as a "fairy ring." 
The mushrooms described 
here occur in a random 
pattern and are close rela-
tives of “fairy ring” mush-
rooms. 
When we have periods of 
high rainfall and warm 
temperatures, mushrooms 
can appear virtually over-
night. Save your money–
there is nothing you can do 
to prevent this. Frequent 

Question: White mush-
rooms quickly appeared in 
my lawn and in many other 
lawns in my neighborhood. 
My lawn looks like a cluster 
of spaceships from Mars 
has taken up residence! 
Where do the mushrooms 
come from and is there any-
thing to control them? Are 
they edible?  
Answer: Mushrooms have 
become very common in 
many lawns since the onset 
of rainy weather over the 
past several days. They be-
long to a group of organisms 

called fungi. Mushrooms 
are the reproductive por-
tion of the fungi and the 
vegetative portion (known 
as hyphae) grows below-
ground. 
Since mushrooms lack 
chlorophyll that is found in 
green plants, they must 
derive their food from de-
caying plants. They will 
grow on decaying under-
ground roots, bark, and 
other sources of organic 
matter found beneath the 
soil. They are often found 
in areas that had trees re-
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After extended periods of high rainfall and warm temperatures, mushrooms can seem-
ingly appear in lawns overnight. While such lawns can look like clusters of spaceships 
from Mars have taken up residence, mushrooms generally are not harmful to lawn 
growth. 
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mowing will do more good than 
anything else. 
Although most mushrooms are not 
poisonous, you must never take 
chances on eating wild mushrooms. 
In order to determine if they are 
edible, you must have them 
properly identified and there are 
few individuals who are qualified to 
do so. 
Mushroom poisoning can vary from 
a minor upset stomach to a rather 
painful protracted death. The abun-
dance of mushrooms in many area 
lawns provides a greater opportuni-
ty for small children to come in 
contact with them. Remove mush-
rooms as they appear to reduce the 
temptation they can offer to chil-
dren. 
Question: One of my trees was 
recently struck by lightning. Is 
there anything I can do to save the 
tree or is it likely to die? 
A lightning strike to a tree in one's 
landscape is a traumatic experience 
for both the tree and its caretaker. 
After checking to see if one's own 
limbs are intact, attention quickly 
shifts to the welfare of the tree. 
The morning after an electrical 
storm, local Extension offices often 
field questions from concerned 
homeowners regarding the progno-
sis for beloved trees and what care 
might be given to help them survive 
or recover. Unfortunately and quite 
accurately for the concerned tree 
steward, the best answer to these 
urgent questions is often, "time will 
tell.”  
A lightning strike can affect a tree in 
many ways. Some are immediately 
obvious and some are not. Some-
times the trunk and/or large 
branches are splintered. A strike 
may make continuous grooves in 

the trunk or main branches. 
In many cases, the apparent dam-
age may appear minimal while in-
ternal injury to the vascular tissues 
of the trunk and roots is extensive 
and gradually manifests itself over 
a period of months or even years. 
In some cases, the majority of the 
damage occurs to the main roots of 
a tree as the electrical discharge 
(up to 100 million volts at thou-
sands of amperes) vaporizes the 
water inside the roots, creating su-
perheated steam. People standing 
above such roots during a storm 
may be electrocuted even though 
they are standing a good distance 
from the tree's trunk.  
It is difficult to predict which trees 
will be struck by lightning and 
which are most likely to be serious-
ly injured. In general, lone trees, 
those tallest in a group or those 
growing in moist soil have the high-
est probability of being struck. 
In the considerable body of light-
ning lore, certain tree species are 
commonly listed as more lightning-
attractive than others. These in-
clude maple, ash, tulip tree, syca-
more, poplar, oak, elm, pine, 
spruce and hemlock. Some of these 
species, like sycamores, are likely 
targets because they tend to tower 
over other species. Pines and hem-
locks may be lightning-prone be-
cause of the water that collects on 
their needles during thunder-
storms. 
One theory explaining why oaks are 
commonly damaged during electri-
cal storms is that the roughness of 
the bark prevents uniform trunk 
wetting, causing the electrical cur-
rent to jump from surface water to 
the water inside the trunk.  
Homeowners typically want to take 

immediate action to help a dam-
aged tree survive the aftermath of 
a lightning strike. In most cases, 
however, there is little that can be 
done to help a tree recover.  
Should one apply any of the various 
wound dressing concoctions com-
monly used? While most wound 
dressing concoctions do no harm to 
the tree, many dressings develop 
cracks over time that can harbor 
insects or hold water that lead to 
decay. Applying a wound dressing 
may make the caretaker perform-
ing the operation feel better, but it 
is not recommended.  
If the lightning damage has created 
hazardous broken branches, these 
should be taken care of quickly. 
However, in most cases, it is best to 
wait 6 months before doing major 
(expensive) corrective work. 
If, during this waiting period, the 
tree shows no obvious signs of de-
cline, then it may be worth the ex-
pense to do major corrective prun-
ing. In many cases, it will become 
obvious at some point during the 
waiting period that the tree will not 
recover and that removal is the 
best option. 
My experience has been that a 
lightning strike does not automati-
cally spell doom to a tree as many 
such trees are able to make a re-
markable recovery given adequate 
care and time. 


